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APPRAISAL OF TEE HiOGRAl.IES IN THE ECONOMIC,

1*

In paragraph 5 of the operative

SOCIAL AND HUMA.N HE GETS FIELDS

part of resolution 79l(XXX) the

Economic and Social Council invited the United Nations Regional Economic
Commission to study the consolidated report

entitled Five-Year

Perspective,

1960-1964 (E/3347/Rev,1, Sales No, 6O.IV.i4) of the Commission on Programme
Appraisals and to present its comments to the I96I Summer Session.
report is
General,

the final version of the appraisal,
of the scope,

trend and costs

programme in the economic,

of the

undertaken by the

This

Secretary-

ordinary United Nations

social and human rights

fields.

The original

appraisal had "been made with the help of regional commissions,

specialized

institutions and the International Atomic Energy Agency.

consolidated

The

report is therefore a final version collating the separate appraisals,

due

account being taken of

Social

the modifications proposed "by the Economic and

Council.

2.

The report outlines the general framework within which the activities

of the United Nations and its
economic,

subsidiary bodies could be developed in the

social and human rights fields.

Report to formulate explicit programmes,

It is not

the purpose of the

since the various organizations

normally lay down their owi periodic programmes of work.

The ECA Executive

Secretary made his contribution in a document published at the time of the

Commission's second session (E/CN.14/37) and drafted in the light of the
Commission's terms of reference and the

views

expressed by its Members in

the Commission's first report to the Economic and Social Council.

It can

be seen from the report that in a general way the Commission's views have
been taken into account.

The

Secretariat

considers that the report is in

line with the Commission's aims in regard to economic and social development

in Africa and will not entail any modification of the Executive SecretaryTs
original appraisal.
3.

The Economic and Social

Council has nevertheless invited the Commission

to pass on its comments on the consolidated report.

To facilitate the

Commission's task the Executive Secretary reproduces below those passages in
the report which are of particular interest to the ECA.
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Paragraphs of the consolidated report (Five-Year ?crsyjective? 196O-.1964)
of. particular interest__to_ th_e Eco£oriic_ Commission for Africa
As noted,

the compilation of data on an international

basis in one of the najor activities of the intergovernmental organizations.
Thus, publication of statistics on economic and social topics is a continuing
function of these crgariizctxons.

This includes not only special studies but

also a nunber of regular statistical series.
Nations now publishes on a regular basis:

For example, the United

an annual Statistical Yearbook

contains comprehensive data covering a largo number of economic and

social fields;
statistics;

a Demographic Yearbook containing detailed demographic

a Yearbook of International Trade Statistics;

National Accounts Statistics,
of some seventy countries;

a Yearbook of

nhich contains details of the national accounts

and a report on *fforld Energy Supplies,

data for some 150 countries and territories-

giving

In addition to these annual

publications, the United Hations issues a Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
covering a variety of economic and social subjects of current interest;
quarterly report on Commodity Trade Statistics;
Vital Statistics Report;

a

a quarterly Population and

and & Direction of International Trade

(published

jointly with the IMP and the IBRD) which comes out in eleven monthly issues
and one annual issue.

Current economic statistics aro also included in the

economic bulletins of the regional economic commissions, and a number of
periodic statistical bulletins are also published by them,

especially by the

Economic Commission for Europe (l.CE).

Ma... 15.5 (p.41)

A najor purpose of international statistics rork is to

help to build up national statistical services.

The publication of

statistical data and reports in itself nay serve this purpose.

In addition,

technical assistance has been given and rill be intensified in the period

under reviev; through experts, fellowships, and training centres.

A major

push is planned to develop statistical services for Africa and to complete a
statistical

survey of that continent.

Considerable v/ork has already been

done in developing statistics in the other regions.

Para. 158 (p*4l)

Closely related to the regular statistical publications

of the United Nations and specialized agencies is a series of regular
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surveys
tions

of economic and

are

primarily 01

social

conditions.

VThile the statistical publica

direct interest to governments,

assist in the formulation of international policies,
governments.

report;;

surveys serve to

as well as to inform

Publications of this kind aro the annual world economic

the biennial world social reports (which alternate between surveys

of conditions and surveys of progra-xies);
rights;;

the

the annual economic

surveys

and the Far East, Latin America,
Director-General of ILO;

the triennial reports on hunan

of the

Economic

^rul Europe;-'

the annual FAO state of food and agriculture;

cations promises to remain more or

successive

for Asia

the annual reports of the

the WxO report on the world health situation.

Ify and large,

Commissions

A

The pattern of these publi

less the sane

for the next

five years.

there is a tendency to concentrate on particular subjects in

surveys

of a series,

in addition to giving a comprehensive

coverage of world trends in the field in question.

Thus,

the world economic

survey has a tentative programme of concentration on various selected topics

in the forthcoming years.
at,

say,

A special re-view of the world economic situation

five--year intervale is

Para. 140 (p.42)

being cortenplated.

The United Nations has 0 series of projected research

projects in industrialisation and plans
programming techniques and the
policies

at the national

to expand its research relating to

formulation of economic and social development

level.

The

United Nations also plans to explore

the field of longer—term economic projections in connexion uith the formula
tion of international

economic policy.

relating to agricultural research;

FAO expects to step up its activities

it proposes a major expansion in commodity

trend studies and long-torL; projections, as well as in food consumption
surveys,

planning,

end will give more attention to economic dialysis for agricultural

The proposed new ILO Institute for Labour Studies rill presumably

lead to an increase in research, which has always been a part of the regular
activity of that organization.

'110 has already embarked recently upon, an

intensified programme of medical research.

l/

SCA is planning to publish in the ''Economic Bulletin for Africa"
periodic reviews of current economic trends in African countries and
territories, outstanding developments in economic and social policies
and repercussions on African economies of policy decisions taken by
governments of important trading nations

outside Africa*
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?he development of energy resources is of particular

concern to the United Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency;

the ^Torld Meteorological Organization and TTIKSCO are also involved.

In

matters of global interest, the United Nat-" ons appraisal proposes to

concentrate on (a) econonic appraisal of energy resources, and (0) analysis
of long-term costs and prices of fuel and power.

With specific reference

to under-developed countries, studies will be undertaken of the economics
of energy development, including new sources of energy, and more specific
ally of the economics of electrification.

On a regional level the

regional economic commissions have developed programs in the field cf

energy particularly with regard to coal and electric power (■:CE also on
natural gas) and have undertaken rtudies of energy balances covering" energy

from various sources.

The work of the regional economic commissions in the

energy field will be intensified.

_Para_. 176 (p_.jj_o)

The concern, of the regional economic commissions of the

United Hatione in all aspects of the economic developr.ent of their regions
has necessarily caused then to be active, in close collaboration with FAO,
in the field of agriculture.

To facilitate co-operation, joint divisions

with FAO have been established in the secretariats of ECE, ECAF.", 2C1A and
ECA.

The enphases that are likely to emerge in the work of these joint

divisions are described in the United Nations appraisal in detail.

It is

proposed, for example, that the IXIj/FAO joint division should give increased
attention to forecasts of production and deinanc so that agricultural
resources could be utilised more rationally and trade be steered in

directions of mutual advantage.

In the EGAFtf region, continued activity is

anticipated in agricultural planning, financing and credit, price policies,
marketing and agricultural economics, and study of the utilization of agri

cultural surpluses.

The joint division of UCLA/PAO expects to concentrate

on analyses and projections of agricultural production and trade for the

regional market, and on studies of the role of agriculture in the economic
development of the region and of obstacles to agricultural growth.

In

ECA, the joint division will review current progress in agriculture and
examine means and plans to increase productivity, with particular emphasis
on studies of diversification in agriculture and of factors in the transi
tion from subsistence to commercial agriculture.

/OT.1
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2JL^lP_-51,
Industrialization and productivity play a iar.je part in
the activities of the regional economic commissions.
Sub-committees or
working groups have eddied end ke^t under review a wide range of topics
mich as, iron and steel (:/;C^ 2CA^ ejl6_ KCU); certain small-scale
industries (i:CA?E); techniques and methods of programming industrial
development (ECAIE rnd ECU),

automation (rCE).

In the newly established

-CA, the need is recognized for studies of various aspects of the problems
cf industrialization in Africa, including the financing and programming
aspects.

All the regional commissions expect to expand their work in

industrialisation.

ISEa^l2LiP.-^L)

The main emphasis of the work of'the United JJations in

the future, however, vail be on technical assistance activities in such

fields as inland transport by road? rail and water and on economic aspects
of transport and communications, especially in relation to economic develop
ment.
These forms and"aspects of transport are to receive increasing

attention, especially in 1^ (e.g. the project of an'Asian highway from
Instanbul to Smpwoorp) ■wri -i-n t^t a
.u.iit.,d.ijuxt,//

ana m .^LA.

mr,., 7i

The Economic

„

Commission for Africa

will also devote special effort to problems of transport development which
have high priority in all countries of the region.

"Ms shift in emphasis

to transport questions in the less developed countries is consistent with
I
the fact that the tremendous recent advances in the technology of transport
and communications, which have been referred to earlier, have benefited the
developed countries but have had disproportionately s.all or uneven effects

on the internal and regional economy in most of the under-developed areas.
Although the importance of this field in providing the essential under
pinning of nascent industrial societies is widely recognized, much more has
to be done to make advances in transport and communications economically
possible in the countries that need thorn most.

jfe£a*_2p2 (p^f)

.among the .projects of the ERA is the study of -he impact

of-the European Economic Community on the trade of African countries, which

is to be undertaken in consultation with the ICE secretariat, G.CT and

other international organizations.

A series of studies on intra-regional

trade and also on primary products in the world markets is planned.'

/C^M.4/99
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Although by definition the regional commissions are

primarily concerned wit.: the trade problems of tli^ir ov.ti regions, there is
also the question of trade relationships between regions and c£ the need
for l3iowled/;o of each ether1? activities Enid, "here i ppro^riato, for
collaboration.

It is becoming increasingly clear that some of t"nG most

important regional economic problems, if t.isy arc to be solved realistically,
must be submitted to global as uell as regional consideration.
particularly true of payments, common nvrkets,

This is

free trcde areas, and

commodity policies.

F^jtJQJLJjUSl)

'rhe Uiiitod Nations pro£ranrae in the field of population

vn.ll be extended in the follov;in ■ directions du-inv the next five years-

0) inforination en population trends and their relation to economic end
social problems;
countries^

(2) studies of rural-urban migration in underdeveloped

(3) dorjogra^liic pilot studies d&monstrr.ting to interested

governments t>ie metliods of collection and use of de;;o^aphic data;

(4) aid

to governments in the evaluation and utilization of the results of the

censuses of I960 ana 1Q61;

'5)

-.-m-ld coherences and re^o;ial SG-inars

aimed at developing interes'u ir ^10 rnder^tandirp: of de!-o,^rarhic problems.

Fara. 209 (o.^7)

E'JA, hXA.PH and rCJ,! v/j.aI .rndortahe various projects

related tc this set of topics.

For fx^.yle, 2CT,A is ^vxnc particular

attention to demographic questions related to labour supply and to demo
graphic analyses and projections retired i"Vr economic progrc^iminp.

: "CA5S

vail similarly consider the effects of population trerc;; on manpower,
capital formation and investnont. and of economic development u-^on pom:la.~
tion growth.

J^GAFE and :,Ch\ -,.-111 concentrate on the ro ional training' of

demographere and on research on internal mi-ration connected v/ith urbaniza
tion.

EC.1F.": has recor;ir!o:.-ded the holding of &v Asian population conference

in late' 196I or early 1962, which r/ill consider, apong ot.ier things, the
use of demographic studies in relation to economic and social development
programmes and the experience of governments with famil1'- Dialing -nro-

grammes and other methods of dealing vdth the problems of population.

Para. 21'5 (p. 56)

The United ^ation,-:. ("-"jureav of Soci.-l Affairs) Trill mean

while continue other programmes, such as the national and re-ional housing
centres (in co-operation with the regional nconomic commissions) and work

/
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in environmental (physical) planning and regional claiming, particularly in
relation to over-aJl development.

EC": will emphasis -r obi cms of raising

productivity in building operations, urban development and town planning,

assessment of housing needs, and the international standardization and

specialisation of building equiranert.

ECAF'. proposes to teep the question

of low-cost housing and the reduction of building costs to the forefront of
attention.

The Central iiinerican ilccnomic Intonation Programme of ; ,CLA

includes studies of building materials industries, building costs, and the
demand for building materials, r.a veil as the prospects of looting the
demand with Central American products.

EGA plans to organize: a workshop

on the improvement of rural housing end community facilities within
community development programmes in Africa.

Para. 2$I (p. 6?)

The United Nations, which has set up regional institutes

conceruGd with training in such fields as statistics, demography, public

administration and housing, and has established a programme for training
African economists at Headquarters, plans to continue activities of this
type.

DCLA jointly with 7LFTA will expand its Training Centre, in develop

ment economies.

An in-service training of economists will be established

in UCAFE, and JDCE intends to expand its in-service training programme.

■XLA and ECATE jointly with times CO will undertake' surveys of the teaching
of economics in their respective regions,

looking towards increased train

ing of economists in the practical requirements of economic development.

The establishment of training institutes, as noted above, Is one of the
major functions of the Special Fund.
Agency,

The International Atomic Energy,

in co-operation with other interested agencies,

has held r, number

of training courses, and plans others in such letters as the application of

radioisctopes to agriculture and medicine;
radiation protection;

Para. 277__(£»_7g_)

reactors;

health physics and

and corbon-14 dating in archaeological research.

T-!'i"th growing interest in combined or corcerted actio.- to

achieve over-all development, and in the interdependance of economic and
social factors of development, a number of new progra^es have emerged in
this general area, and additional ones mav be anticipated.

The regional

economic commissions for Africa, Aeia and the Vex I'&st, and Latin Airerica

have recently incorporated in their terms of reference the "social aspects
of economic development".

S/CE.14/99
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However,

9

the mont significant ner feature in the United

Nations programme of public administration has been the recruitment and the
partial financing of personnel to perform executive, operational and

administrative functions os employees of the requesting governments (OPIXOThis service is available> at their request, to developing countries
suffering from a shortage of trained executives.

Although the beginning

has been modest, the volume of requests indicates that the service will
expand.

Since the posts to he filled are often in departments that

normally deal, in international matters, with the specialized agencies,

OPJ.";X calls for very close collaboration within the United Nations family.
iri-;^_ 295 (j>.73y

^n budgetary research, the analytic work on the re-

classification of government transactions with a view to providing data for
the formulation of economic and social policies is nearing completion.

The

economic and functional classification schemes developed by the Secretariat
have boen tested at regional budget workshops hold in Asia and Latin America
under joint arrangements vdth the regional economic commissions.

High

priority Trill be given to this type of work in Africa, where the first
regional budget workshop is planned for 1961*

Para. glS (p.&5)

The expanding of operations has meant a shift of emphasis

.-from work at headquarters to activities in the field.

The.regional

economic commissions, in particular these for Asi;-:- and the Far East, Latin
America, and Africa,

are steadily gaining in importance as focal centres for

the discussion and the promotion of economic development, including its

social aspects.

It is here rather than in the Council or in the General

assembly that experts, planners and administrators meet, who have primary
responsibilities for the economic development of their respective countries
in the several regions.

In the same vein,

several specialized agencies

have laid increasing stress on regional offices or are planning new

regional or sub-regional offices in the areas of greatest need.

In FAO,

for example, field activities at regional offices have been growing faster
tlian headquarters activities, and this tendency is expected to continue.
From the start the WT-:O has, under its constitution, assigned far-reaching
responsibilities to its Regional Committees composed of governmental

Page 10

representatives,

those regional bodies neve played an inereas^ly l^

role m the formulation and operation of TZO programmes.
+-

■

This trono towards ^pater r,i ^^

'

grater planning, programming and

::r;r
rz:
:;:r:~ •—
, . ,
P6' tif0lta b0'^as Lionel economic and social inte-

S

Wn T^ b6en PWSU°d ^^ «*^ the ,nite, Nations, although .,«*

organisations as the ILC and 8Uoh bodies M the ^ w ^^ ^

re^onal and suWeeional cc-oporation in certain technicaX fields.

'

"

Moves

to^ds comaOn planning and ^eater economic integration in Asia and in
.erica have teen BpMPheaaad by ltaited ^^^ bodles _ ^

. ln ,sla and the Par East and LCU in Latin A^ica.

E;o nao been

ng xncreasing ,,ight to reglonal plaming from the ^ Qf ^^

agricultural development.

I- the ^ region, a suhsidi^ body or the emission

n ^0Mi ^t
and Planning - has for years dealt
1
P
-th problem of pro^an, techniques and has adopted a "sector by sector"

!P7a0hG°inC te— thi3' ^ ^ decided on the established of a
onferonce of ,sian Eoononio PlannorS) with ^^ sesgj_ons ^^
tnree vears, and to he attended hv high officers dealing rtth economic

development and planning.

This Conference is to revio. the .or, ^nd

composed of the four countries on the T.o-or re^onff ^ivp,

.

rnfn +h* m* ■
x
^ong r.iver, is pushing forward
\ntn the pi-e-mvestmont surveys ncces^rv for th« ^o,^i
+ ^
"

-^<=-—r/ ior the development of the river

7' Wlth th° ^eotati°« °^ tl» establish of a co.pxehensxvc develop7 Pr°™- :- -d° —s or ai^^ co-operation is involved in
development throueh ^ of the ,8lm m^

^ .^

v of that emission of the Council during the next .ears is

assistance m the creation of a rchloral I,ti, -

oysteu;

qi™e,

-' ^-eional Latin ..nencan market and a payment

a treaty estiblishin" » Pt-o- +^^j

™

-.. .

'

* 6 ar&a haS jUSt ^^ontly been

^ ^"I n Ih° "'" ln itB ^St SPSsi- emphasized concerted action as op

essential Iaotor in economic a,d social development and aade concrete
proposals to facilitate such concerted action and further economic ccoperation a,ong the countries and territories of various sub-re,ions

